This paper presents development of dynamics and synchronization of coupled neurons using the Hindmarsh-Rose neuron model. Time-scales of both slow-fast variables are added to reduce the number of simulation time. By this method, we can analyze different pattern of synchronization of two systems by giving delayed-times in fast variable and different time-scales in slow variable. Sigmoid function is applied to combine two neurons that have a synapses strength as chemical coupled. Delayed-times signal propagations between nerve cells made gap oscillating motion and offset by time time-scales in slow. In biologically relevant gap time signal propagation relatively small, we applied to our simulation experimental study. Meanwhile synapses strength exhibited joining the two neurons via diffusive synapse. In larger network systems this number is slightly small needed to make information transmitted surely inter neuron. Synchronization appearing both two neurons coupled and complete synchronization by increasing number of synapse strength. Moreover, synchronization both slow and fast systems are characterized separately.
Introduction
A larger number of researchers in all branches of science there has been increasing interest in network analyze of neurons. In fact, spiking neurons have attracted the interest because many studies consider this behavior an essential component in biophysics and mathematics information processing in the nerve cell. Spike is the electrical potential of these neurons, which typically are the state variables that contain main information during through the nerve cell. Bursting neurons are appearing by group of spikes followed by a period of quiescent in these propagating and have relevant interest due to variety synchronize analyze.
Appearing the system with a hierarchy of different time scale is tremendously needed. The time scale will simplify number of time in HindmarshRose equations which have slow and fast variable. On the contrary, if well separated time scales can be attributed to particular variables, then a signification simplification of a system's complexity is possible. As example of systems with distinct well separated slow and fast variables here mention laser [1, 2] , chemical reactions [3] , Josephson junctions [4] [5] [6] [7] , and Faraday ripples [8] .
Synchronization of two dynamical systems generally means that one system somehow follows the motion of another. A lot of research has been carried out and, as a result, showed that even chaotic systems could synchronize when they are coupled. Many researchers have discussed the theory, the design or applications of synchronized motion in chaotic system [9] [10] [11] . There a single neuron slid over the information or impulse by producing action potential (spike), it's quite common and important in neuron-dynamics. There are evidences that in the hippocampus relevant information is carried by the bursts rather than by single spikes. So here are different synchronization regime with modified coupled and how neural bursting is a representative example of the two-scale oscillatory dynamics [12] [13] [14] [15] 21] . This paper is concerned with a particular aspect of the general problem of studying the behavior of relatively two bidirectional coupled network from Hindmarsh-Rose equations with separated time (phase delayed) in slow and fast time scale. Previously we will see influence simplify result the Hindmarsh-Rose equations with slow and fast characteristic time scale. Due to a biophysicalmathematical point of view to developing such model a compromise must be found between two seeming mutually computationally simple and at the same time capable of mimicking almost all the behaviors exhibited by real biological neurons (in particular the rich firing patterns). To this end, a significant common effort is necessary, with involves several disciplines such as biology, neuroscience, physics, mathematics, computer science, an electronic. In this kind of research activity, it is necessary to combine references study from one model and applying with another as additional and modified model. Thus, from the simulation result we will find relating concept each other.
Mathematical Model

Hindmarsh-Rose Equations with Time Scale Characteristics
The Hindmarsh-Rose neuron model [16] , a simplified model of the Hodgkin-Huxley model and a modification of the FitzHug-Nagumo modeloriginally proposed model to showed the synchronization of firing two snail neurons -can be described by the following equations [16] [17] [18] :
(1)
In these equations, ) (t x represents the membrane potential, usually considered as a natural output of the cell, ) (t y and ) (t z are recovery and adaptation variables, which account for fast and slow ion currents respectively. Let us use the same parameters as in [17, 18] , namely ( )
, where it is possible to see that after a short transient, it is periodic. The current 75 .
represents an external influence on the system (see Fig.1 ). (5) to be a fast subsystem and Eq. (6) to be a slow subsystem [19] .
The simulation result above typical dynamics illustrated in (6) without changing rate of action potential ' x ' and two other variable slow fast. Here we make new study which the bursting and the quiescence occur at certain phases if the oscillation in the slow variable, for such dynamics is the stability in the fast subsystem (4) -(5) occur with the slow of z is considered as a fixed parameter [19] .
Hindmarsh-Rose Neuron Coupled Equations
Nerve cells interact via synapses. A synapse in the function contact part which exists between two neurons or between a neuron and another cell (muscular cell, sensory receptor, etc.). It is possible to model the coupling in a network of N such neurons in different ways. In this paper, we focus on synaptic coupling between the x variables with time scale characteristic delayed. The synaptic coupling can be modeled as a (static nonlinear) sigmoid function -Eq. (7) -and addition with time scale characteristic delayed to be -Eqs. (8) -to know synchronization influence between them, which is the simple one in a neuronal system [18, 19] . Synchronization can be observed widely in nature and have many examples about that, this is a phenomenon characteristic to understanding processes in nonlinear science that agreement in the time of different processes [20, 21] . In nerve network system the realistic aspect of burst synchronization can occur with many conditions such due to the time delayed, synaptic inhibitory or excitatory coupling, effects of noise, etc [16] [17] [18] [19] . the case for N coupled of the network oscillation between the slow and fast scales systems could be different. Due to the differences mismatch to be relatively small we introducing parameter ξ as the mismatch in the fast time scales and n parameters n µ as the mismatch in the slow time scales [19] .
is the coupling function given by [18] :
Φ is the threshold reached by every action potential for a neuron.
Parameter s g is the parameter of synaptic coupling strength. λ is characteristic of neuron cell for this case we put 10 = λ . s V is reversal potential due to excitatory from synapse that is must lager than ) (t x i for all i and all t [18] . ij c is the connectivity of n n × matrix, that mean ij c can be "1" connected or "0" not connected. Matrix ij c is probabilities of directional coupling are possible.
We notice that Eqs. (8) is general model for diffusive coupling which may be considered as a simplified description of interaction between a pair neurons via the gap junction. Thus, for our study we include the two-scale of time between fast and slow variable as marking time phase during propagation of impulse both nerve and would make a goal for this paper by analyze synchronization as effects of bio-physical network topology.
Types of Synchronization Analysis
Synchronize system analysis according to which rhythms are adjusted by different level of synchrony. Thus, synchronization of two dynamical systems generally means that one system somehow traces the motion of another. Here, several different types of synchronization have been investigated to use them for synchronization analysis [17, 19] ; -Generalized synchronization, analyzing synchronies which extend the occurrence of identical synchronization and implies the presence of some functional relation between two coupled systems, if we found this relationship between them so the identical synchronization has recovered. -Phase synchronization, synchrony by driving of phase of chaotic oscillators, which slow variable i z take over their phases are adjusted. -Lag synchronization, which appears as a coincidence of shifted-in-time states of two systems. In lag synchronize variable i x and i y take over to shift the time states between coupled.
-Identical (or complete) synchronization, here the synchronization with perfect coincides of corresponding variables of states of interacting systems, analyzing by related phase and lag synchronization. According to type of synchronization analysis part, we focus to analyze our system in this paper. We have dropped variables to coupled Hindmarsh-Rose equation -in this case we just make two directional coupling over there -.
Two Coupled Hindmarsh-Rose Neurons with Synapses Strength
Synapses strength influence mismatch spikes oscillation between two neurons coupled. From the last paper the mismatch spikes oscillation mutually becomes match if we increase the synapses strength value. Now, the equations with simplify time scale augmented will be thread to describe same complete synchrony. Hereafter, for all numerical experiments, we use HR system with the following coordinate changes, see [18] , We put Eqs. (9) and coupling function from [17, 18] for two neurons coupled. By following case above for n neuron coupled s g value it necessary but tremendously small for larger number of neuron coupled, even this value necessity to ensure the big number of neuron network. Relating both synapse strength -minimal coupling strength needed to synchronize a regular number of network -and number of neuron coupled showed by diagram below which exponential curve as the simulation result. Generally, simulation result above describes behavior of synapse strength by number of coupled, in the cases where we can make assumption for more number of networks, the synapse strength is leastwise needed. However the small synapse strength ensures the information transmitted surely and made linear relation with number of network. A matter of fact the information transmitted surely via neurotransmitter better for young man with very height number of nerve cell contrary for old man or sick man with low number of nerve cell cause deadly of broken cell. For the next discussion we will see the synapse strength influence with mark time-phase impulse propagation between both nerve coupled.
Two Coupled Hindmarsh-Rose Neurons with Delayed Time in Fast Variable
This chapter focuses on the synchronization of an array two directionally time-delayed coupled Hindmarsh-Rose neurons. In previous section preliminaries and the design of network has been presented. Simulation result coupled of neurons due to the synapse strength will be related with time-delayed for Hindmarsh-Rose equation. Time-delayed here phase time when impulse signal driving in nerve impulse propagation through cell each other, its means from first cell go to second cell. In this section conditions are posed that guarantee (partial) synchronization in a network of coupled HR oscillators can occur as action potential signals (spikes) such through both of cell. With varied synapse strength assume and time-delayed changes our study put on the simulation experiment analysis.
For clarity, in this section mathematical notations and the design of the network considered Eq. (8) . Two coupled neuron by mean 2 = n denoting the number of system in the array and ) , ( µ is the mismatch in the slow time scales [19] .
Early, for the first study we posed variantξ as delayed time and synapses strength changes during signal propagating from the first neuron to the second neuron. Here we assume delayed time of these systems is relatively small, the delayed time it just notion time simulation when spike through pass interneuron and nothing precise figure. We set 1 According to the lag synchronization analysis the shift-time in fast variable impacted synchronization occurrence both first neuron and second neuron. Different signal appear both them and the synchronization forward to be a complete synchronization. Initial condition from two systems here in quiescent stage all of the initial value is zero. The important thing is behavior of synchronization from previous chapter recur and described with four diagrams the first diagram is chaotic bursting signal from first neuron, second diagram is chaotic bursting signal from second neuron, and the third diagram is gap signal both first and second neuron, the last diagram is 1 x according to 2 x plot to see not straight trajectory. There, not straight trajectory would be decrease indicate the system goes to synchronize. However, even this system is appearing chaos we cannot find the complete synchronization into the system because the shift-time present over simulation times and influence coupling function of network topology. Nevertheless, thought of the system emphasizes with decreasing not straight trajectory 1 x according to 2 x .
Another way to analyze diagram above by see the behavior of chaotic bursting such disappear during increasing synapses strength. The signal could be good appearing from chaos although the time delayed still present to make unsynchronized into the system. As an illustration hearing aid doping into the deaf to allow sound surely to eardrum and forwarded to the brain as information. However, seems like nerve cell simulation increasing the synapse strength could improve spikes signal. Next view diagram (Fig. 7) is different time-delayed treated into the simulation. Different treatments on the system showed similar behavior, bursting and spikes turn out synchronize condition. However, number of spikes each bursting is slightly. For the treatment above we would to know that amount delayed-time reduce number of spikes each bursting and add to chaotic behavior into the system. Thus, more delayed-time on the nerve will result to loading condition on the cell and make information transmitted become chaos and not accurate driving through cell. Notion from simulation treatment can serve a lesson for experimental treatment, even this treatment it just different simulation result with another. The next chapter will discuss for the system which variant slow variable. Be expected the treatment will showed another result synchrony analyze.
Two Coupled Hindmarsh-Rose Neurons with Different TimeScales in Slow Variable
Generally, the variable x , y and z represent the membrane potential of neuron, the recovery variable, and the adaptation current, respectively. In coupled systems each variable represent their influence as single neuron although they are coupled. However signal that passes first neuron from external current become input to the next neuron. Even delayed-time fast variable influence all variablesinput-output -. Numerical processing in those equations set to computing input and result the output. The output present trajectory for all variable, for mathematical solve showed all trajectory it is tremendously needed, in physic we only describing action potential trajectory. The mathematical simulation can be implies to physic experimental such as the delayed-time assume signal thought interneuron's. So, the next treatments include different time-scales in slow variable. Something that is needed in this simulation is to see influence adaptation current slow variable caused delayed-time treatment. By previous result delayedtime issue in fast variable has been given chaotic spiking-bursting which no offset by slow variable. Consequently, spiking-bursting result for this treatment not periodic disposed. 
Shown of the picture spiking-bursting can be more cleanly and show slightly periodically. Furthermore synchronization appearing to the system during increasing number of synapse strength. See also that three variables in the equations are interrelated for produce periodically spiking-bursting. For two neurons coupled this treatment ease in synchronies analyzing. Phase synchronies appear in slow dynamic at adaptation current variable, chaotic spiking-bursting turn up both neurons. Generally mean, different slow variable in coupled system hold up occurrence bursting period but not disturbing spikes each burst. -. In these parameters shown the oscillating from the first neuron and followed by second neurons, with increasing synapse strength signal oscillating from second neurons become similar to the first neuron. Phase synchrony in slow variable make one system has delay motion each to produce burst period and hold up the spikes production. By increasing number of synapse strength between them signal processing become similar. Each burst have same spikes although does not has same burst period. Over all simulation treatment has been done, the simulation according to treatment parameter. Therefore, these states can be characterized as synchronization analyzes such synchronization back to condition which slow subsystems are synchronized while the fast ones are not or vice versa. For identical systems complete synchronization can set in for both slow and fast subsystem by adding some parameter and special treatment.
Conclusion
In this paper we present simulation result by adding time-scales into Hindmarsh-Rose neuron model. We studied how the time parameter in simulation result could be decrease from 0-3000 to 0-3 without change periodic spikingbursting from the system. Time-scales made the result more simply (less number) than before and these addition open synchronization analyze which make delayedtime issues during signal propagating on the system. Treatment above have made more known interrelated between variable in Hindmarsh-Rose equations.
Our simulation experiments show that the coupling equations could implemented with time-scales, and could made synchronization characterized by these system. We have demonstrated that different combination of synchronization processes of slow and fast variable. On general, increasing number of coupling strength/synapse strength in two systems needed to obtain burst synchronization within network. From previous experiment increasing number of synapse strength necessitate system become complete synchronization characterized, but not be treated on larger number of network. In larger number of network synapse strength is leastwise needed.
Two number of coupled neuron in this simulation assumed basic idea to make more number of coupled. We just make simply simulation with different treatment to observed synchronization characterized. We present preliminary results which need to be confirmed by other numerical simulation. Due to make the general trends more evident, we start by these idea. In future we shall be interesting to make a more detailed study of the more coupled and more treatment and understand more specific synchronization analyzing.
